Drowsiness Estimation from Low-Frame-Rate Facial Videos using Eyelid Variability Features.
This paper proposes a method of estimating drowsiness from low-frame-rate facial videos by using eyelid variability features. Since eyelid variability involves slow motions, drowsiness can be estimated more accurately with these features at low frame rate than the conventional blink-related features, in which movements may be made in only some hundred milliseconds per blink. The correlation between the ground-truth drowsiness labels and the estimated drowsiness values is compared through facial videos with frame rates ranging from 3 to 30 frames per second (fps). With conventional blink-related features, the correlation drops from 0.59 (at 30 fps) to 0.28 (at 3 fps), while, with the proposed eyelid variability features, the correlation remains nearly constant, from 0.55 (at 30 fps) to 0.53 (at 3 fps). This characteristic makes it useful for drowsiness estimation with a low computational cost.